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1. INTRODUCTION 
There is, in the theory of l-relator groups, a well-known conjecture 
formulated by Gilbert Baumslag in [6]: Every l-relator group with torsion is 
redisually finite &F). In [6], Baumslag proved the conjecture for the groups 
G(1, m, t) with presentation (a, 6; (a-‘b’abm)‘), where t > 1 and 1, m, t are 
coprime in pairs. Recently in [l] the present authors removed the 
coprimeness condition, a result obtained independently, earlier, by different 
methods and with a little more precision (though with a somewhat more 
involved proof) by B. Baumslag and F. Levein in [2]. The main tool used in 
(21 was the following nice theorem of B. Baumslag and M. Tretkoff in [3]. 
THEOREM BT. Let A be a residually finite group with subgroups H and 
K and an isomorphism 4 mapping H onto K. Suppose, moreover, that for any 
positive integer n and for elements xi, y,., zi (i = 1, 2,..., n), where xi E A\H, 
yi E A/K and .zi E (H n K)\{ 1 }, A contains a normal subgroup N of finite 
index in A such that: 
(a) xiHnN= y(KnN=# and zi&N, 
(b) Q maps HnN into Nand 9-l maps KrTN into N. 
*The work of the second author was partly supported by a grant from the Canadian 
Research Council No. A-4064. 
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If G is an HNN extension of A by t such that G = (A, t; t-‘ht = h#) for 
h E H, then G is & 
(Our use of this theorem here and in [l] is especially interesting in view of 
its authors’ apparent doubts [3, p. 189, line 121 regarding its applicability.) 
Lately it has come to the authors’ attention that B. Baumslag and F. Levin 
have extended their results to prove that, under certain side conditions, all 
groups of the form 6 = (a, b, ,..., 6,; (a-‘u(bJ av(bi))‘), where t > 1 and 
u(bi) and v(bi) are words on b,, b, ,..., b,, are R;T. 
Encouraged by Baumslag’s and Levin’s success the present authors, 
turning again to Theorem BT, have been able to prove the Baumslag-Levin 
result in general, that is, without side conditions. The techniques employed in 
the present proof also enable us to generalize the result in [l] by establishing 
the residual finiteness of all groups of the form G = (a, b; (a”b4aYbs)‘), t > 1, 
except for the “symmetrical” case where a = p # y = 6. There seems little 
point, however, in offering this partial completion of [l] here; on the other 
hand, the techniques involved are just right for discussing a type of relator 
not previously often considered. Namely, we establish the residual finiteness 
of groups of the form (a, b: [a, bkl, bkz ,..., bkr]‘), where the ki are arbitrary 
integers. This type of relator presented itself naturally when the authors were 
trying to prove the residual finiteness of the group (a, 6; (aab”a4b4)‘) by 
embedding it in the group (x, y; ([x, yll] [x, ys])‘) and showing the residual 
finiteness of the latter. Such groups have been investigated by Pride [ 151 but 
a proof of their (conjectured) residual finiteness is as yet beyond the present 
authors. 
2. POTENCY AND RESIDUAL FINITENESS 
In this section, we introduce a strong finiteness condition, that ofpotency,’ 
and deduce some of the simpler consequences. We plan to establish some 
deeper esults in a later paper. 
DEFINITION 2.1. (a) Let x be an element of a group G. G is said to be 
(x)-potent (or (x) - s8) if and only if, for every positive integer n, G has a 
normal subgroup N of finite index such that XN has order exactly n in G/N. 
(b) Let G be a group. We say that G is potent (briefly G E Pot) if and 
only if G is (x)-potent for every nonidentity element of G. 
Note. Definitions (a) and (b) imply respectively that (i) x has infmite 
order and that (ii) G is aperiodic. It would not be difftcult to set up similar 
’ This term was urged upon us by Donald Solitar as preferable to our original choice of 
“strong residual finiteness” (sx). Stebe [ 161 has also made use of this notion without 
naming it. 
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definitions suitable for groups with elements of finite order, but here we have 
no such need. 
We need to recall some more familiar finiteness conditions. 
DEFINITION 2.2. (a) Let K be a subgroup of the group G and let 
x E Gw. Then x is separable from K if and only if there exists a normal 
subgroup N of finite index in G such that xN@ KNIN in G/N (equivalently 
xNnKN=Q inG). 
(b) Let K be a subgroup of G. Then G is called K-separable if and 
only if x is separable from K whenever x E G\K. 
(c) G is LERF if and only if G is K-separable for every finitely 
generated subgroup K of G. 
We can now prove 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A, B E Pot. If a E A and b E B such that A is (a)- 
separable and B is (b)-separable, then the generalized free product G of A 
and B amalgamating the subgroups (a) and (6) with a = b, is fl. 
Proof. LetgEG,g#l. 
Case 1. g = a” = b”. Since A, B E Pot, there exist normal subgroups M 
and N of finite index in A and B, respectively, such that Mn (a) = (a”‘) = 
N n (b), where m > n. Thus we can form the generalized free product S = 
A/M eH B/N, where H = (a)/M r‘l (a). Let 4 be the natural map from G to 
S. Then clearly g# = a”# # 1. Now A/M and B/N are finite groups, whence 
S E R;T [5]. Thus there exists a normal subgroup L of finite index in S such 
that a”# & L. Hence there exists a normal subgroup L* of finite index in G 
such that g 6Z L*. 
Case 2. g E G\(a). Without loss of generality we can assume g = 
a,b,a,b, -es akbk, where ai E A\(a) and b, E B\(a). Since A is (a)- 
separable, there exist normal subgroups Mi of finite indices in A such that 
a,@(a)M,. Let M=n~=,Mi. Then clearly a,,a,,...,a,~(a)M. In the 
same way there exists a normal subgroup N of finite index in B such that 
b, , b, ,..., b, 6!? (b) N. Since M and N are of finite index in A and B, respec- 
tively, we have A4 n (a) = (a’) and N n (b) = (b”). Now, A, B E Pot implies 
that there exist normal subgroups P and Q of finite indices in A and B, 
respectively, such that P n (a) = (arS) Q n (b) = (b’“). Let M* = M n P 
and N* = Nn Q. Clearly A= A/M* and B= B/N* are finite and 
M* n (a) = N* n (b). Thus we can form S =x eaB, where R = (aM*) = 
(bN*). Let Q be the natural map of G onto S. Then 
g=a,# . b,Q . a,#. b2# ... ak#. bk#. 
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Now by the choice of A4 and N, ai# & fi and bi4 & E? for each i. Thus 
g# f 1. Since S E fl, it follows’ as in Case 1 that there exists a normal 
subgroup L* of finite index in G such that g @ L*. 
Hence G E fl. 
One interesting consequence of Theorem 2.1 is that it gives short proofs of 
two theorems (Theorems 6 and 7) of G. Baumslag [5]. It is well known 
(Hall [lo] and Malcev [12]) that free groups and polycyclic groups are 
LERF. In particular, free groups and finitely generated nilpotent groups are 
(x)-separable for each element x. It is perhaps less well known, but in any 
event easy to prove (see [ 161) that free groups and finitely generated 
aperiodic nilpotent groups are potent. Thus we have immediately 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let G be the generalized free product of groups A, B 
amalgamating a cyclic subgroup. If A, B are free or tf A, B are finitely 
generated aperiodic nilpotent groups, then G E /. 
One should observe however that Theorem 2.1 is insufficient to prove 
Dyer’s result [9] that a generalized free product of two polycyclic by finite 
groups amalgamating an infinite cycle is fl. Indeed, examples of Hirsch 
and Bowers (see [7]) show that not all aperiodic polycyclic groups are 
potent. 
Using the concept of (x) - Pot we can sharpen Theorem 2.1 to the 
following form: 
THEOREM 2.1'. Let A,BEfl and let aEA, bEB. If A is (a)- 
separable and (a) - Pot, and B is (b)-separable and (b) - Pot, then the 
generalized free product of A and B amalgamating the subgroups (a) and 
(b) with a = b, is residually finite. 
The proof is similar to Theorem 2.1. 
3. THE GROUP 6 
We begin by proving some technical lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let G = A *,, B, where H = (h) is an infinite cycle. Let 
A, B be a (h)-separable and (h) - Pot. If K is a subgroup of A such that A is 
K-separable, then G is K-separable. 
Proof We need to show that every element x E G\K is separable from 
K. We consider three cases. 
Case 1. If x E A/K, then by the K-separability of A we can find It4 4 A 
such that IA :M] < 00 and, using the obvious notation, 2 & K E d (= A/M). 
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Since B is (h) - Pot, there exists N a B such that (B :N] ( co and Nn H = 
M n H. We can then form G = x *,B (where B = B/N). But then d E fl 
and since X does not belong=to the finite subgroup=i? of G, one easily finds a 
finite homomorphic image G of G in which X= @ K. 
Case 2. If x E B\H, then by the H-separability of B we can find N a B 
such that IB :NI < co and X @ H. By the (h) - Pot of A there exists M a A 
such that ]A:MI < co and MnH=NnH. Forming G=A*,B, we see 
that KC 2 and X E BTfi. Thus X (Z K, and since I? is finite and G E RjT, we 
are finished (as in Case 1). 
Case 3. If xE G\(A U B), then assume x=a,b, ... a,(b,) with 
a, E A\H, bi E B\H and with x of length > 2. (The b, term might be absent.) 
By H-separability we can find Ma A and N a B such that ]A :MI < co, 
IB :NI < co, a, & HM and bi E HN. By (h) - Pot we can even assume 
M n H = N f7 H. Then we can form G =A *ag and note that X & x (since 
length .-Z = length x) so that X & K. We now argue as in Cases 1 and 2. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let G = A ecu) B, where A is (u) - Pot and B is (v) - Pot, 
v E B. Then G is (v) - Pot. 
ProoJ: Since B is (v) -Pot, there exists for each positive integer n, a 
normal subgroup N of finite index in B such that UN is of order n in 
B= B/N. Let Nn (u) = (u’). Now A is (u) - Pot. Therefore A has a normal 
subgroup M of finite index in A such that Mn (u) = (u”). Let 4 be the 
natural map of G onto 2 *R& where x = A/M and H = (U)/(U) n A4. If G 
is not a proper generalized free product, then we are done. If G is a proper 
generalized free product, then 5 has order n in the fl group G. The rest is 
easy. 
Applying Lemmas 1 and 4 of [I], we have: 
LEMMA 3.3. The group M = (u, v; (uv)‘), t > 1, is (u)-separable and (v)- 
separable, and also (u) - Pot and (v) - Pot. 
THEOREM 3.4. The group G = (a, b,, b2,..., b,; (a-‘u(bi) au(bi))‘), where 
t > 1 and u(b,), v(bi) are words on b,, b2,..., b,, is residual&finite. 
ProoJ By Moldavanskii [ 131, G can be considered as an HNN exten- 
sion by (a) of the base group B = (b,,, b, ,,.. ., bk,, blO, b,, ,..., bkO; (u(b,,)v 
(bd)‘), where b, = a-‘b,d. For convenience, replace u(b,,) and v(b,,) by c 
and d, respectively. Let M be the subgroup of B generated by c and d. Then 
M = (c, d; (cd)‘). Let H = (b,,, b,, ,..., b,,) and K = (b,, , b,, ,..., bkl). Clearly 
H and K are free subgroups of B. Moreover the element a of G induces an 
isomorphism 4 of H onto K defined by bio# = bi, for i = 1, 2,..., k. 
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Consider the subgroup R of B generated by c, d, b,,,, b20,..., b,,. It is easy 
to see that R = A4 *cdl H. In the same way B = K *(cj R. We tirst show that 
B E fl. Since H is free, H is (d)-separable and (d) - Pot. Now by 
Lemma 3.3, M is (d)-separable and (d) - Pot. Hence, by Theorem 2.1’, 
R E x. Moreover, by Lemma 3.2, R is (c) - Pot. Further by Lemma 3.1, R 
is (c)-separable. Since K is free, by Theorem 2.1’, B E fl. 
Now B=K*<C,R=K*&4*~d~ H). By repeated applications of 
Lemma 3.1, B is H- and K-separable. Thus if xi E B\H, yi E B\K and 
zi E H n K\{ 1 }, there exists a normal subgroup N, of finite index in B such 
that xiH nN, = yiK nN, = 4 and zi 4 N,; that is, condition (a) of 
Theorem BT is satisfied. But N, may not satisfy condition (b). 
Let U=N,nH and V=N,fTK. Let X=Un V#-’ and Y= VnU$. 
Clearly X#=(VnVd-‘)d=U#nV=Y. Moreover I’#-’ and U4 are 
normal subgroups of finite indices in H and K, respectively. Thus X and Y 
are normal subgroups of finite indices in H and K, respectively. Let 
xn (d) = (d4) and Yn (c) = (c=). Now the group L= 
(c, d; cn, d4, (cd)‘) E x [4]. This implies L has a finite homomorphic 
image 1 in which the images of c and d have orders a and p, respectively. It
follows that the subgroup R = M *(dj H of B has a finite homomorphic 
image P generated by z and H/X. In the same way B has a finite 
homomorphic image B generated by K/Y and P. Let I// be the canonical map 
of B onto B. Let N, = ker tq. Then it is not difficult to show that N = 
N, n N, satisfies conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem BT. Hence G E RjT. An 
easy extension, using a theorem of Newman [ 141 is: 
THEOREM 3.5. Let S = (a, b,, b2,..., b,; (a-‘u(b,) a’u(b,))‘), where 
where t > 1 and u(b,), v(b,) are words on b,, b?,..., b,. Then S E fl. 
ProojI Let G = (x, b, , b, ,..., b,; (x-‘u(bi) xu(b,))‘). Then S = (a) *c G, 
where C = (a’) = (x) with ur =x. From Theorem 3.4, G E fl. Thus since 
(a) is (u/)-separable, (a’) - Pot and since G is (x) - Pot, in order to prove 
that S E fl we need only show (Theorem 2.1’) that C is (x)-separable. 
Now G is an HNN extension by (x) of B = (b 10, b b b b 209”‘, &OP 117 2,,“‘7 
bkl; (u(bil) u(b,o))‘)* C onsider the centralizer C,(x) of x in G. By Newman 
[ 141, C,(x) = (4. 
Thus, for g E G\(x), [g, x] # 1. Since G E x, there exists a normal 
subgroup N of finite index in G such that [g, x] & N. Therefore the image of 
[g, x] in G/N is not 1. In particular gN @ (xN). Thus G is (x)-separable. 
Hence S E fl. 
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4. A CRITERION 
It is well known that every one-relator group with torsion can be 
embedded in a two-generator one-relator group with torsion [ 111. Thus in 
order to prove the residual finiteness of all one-relator groups with torsion, 
we need only to consider the two-generator one-relator groups with torsion. 
In this section we shall establish a criterion for a two-generator one-relator 
group to be residually finite and apply it to several classes of two-generator 
one-relator groups. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let G = (a, b; (r(a, b))‘), where t > 1 and r(a, 6) is a 
cyclically reduced word on a and b, with b exponent sum equal to zero, that 
is not a proper power. If, regarding G as an HNN extension by (b) of the 
base group A = (a,, aL + , ,..., a,,, ; (F(a,))‘), in the usual way wefind that both 
aL and aM occur only once in F(a,), (where L and M are respectively the 
smallest and largest indices occurring in ifa,)), then G is residually finite. 
Proof: Without loss of generality we can assume 4ai) = a, B s(uJ, where 
s(q) is a word on ai, i = L + l,..., M. Since aM also occurs only once in 
F(ai), by suitable conjugation of f((ai), we have A = (a,, uL+, ,..., a,; 
(r*(a,.))‘) where r*(aJ = s*(ai) . uM and s*(ai) is a word on a, with i= 
L, L + l,..., M - 1. Let H = (a,, uL. + 1 ,..., uM- 1) and K = (a, + 1, aL + Z ,..., a,,,). 
Clearly H and K are free subgroups of A. Therefore H and K are LERF 
[lo]. Using the two different presentations of A we can write 
A = H * (4~i); (I)‘) 
= (r*(q); (r*(a{))‘) * K 
where r*(q) = $(aj) aESf(aj) aM, E = f 1 and sT(aj), sr(uj) are words on 
a L + 1 ,...? aM- 1. Thus by [8], A is LERF. This implies that if Xi E Aw and 
ziEHnK\{l}, for i= 1,2 ,..., n, then there exists a normal subgroup N of 
finite index A such that xi H n N = y,K f7 N = ( and z, & N for each i. Now 
IA : N] < co implies that N contains a characteristic subgroup M of A such 
that IA:MI < co. Clearly xiHnh4=yiKnh4=$ and zi&M. Thus 
condition (a) of Theorem BT is satisfied by M. 
Let $:H+K such that ai#=ai+i. Clearly 4 is an isomorphism of H onto 
K. We shall show that (HnM)ti=KnM. Let ~=w(u~,a~+,,...,a~-~)E 
HnM. Then w@ = ~&+~,a~+~ ,..., a,) E K. We need to show wd E M. Let 
0: H + H such that a, 0 = aL + , ,..., aM-20=a,-, and aM-,O=a,. Clearly B 
is an automorphism of H. Since A = H * (f(q); (f((((a,))‘) 19 can be extended 
to an automorphism 0 of A. 
Next, consider the map w: A -+ A such that uL. v = aM and ai w = ai for i = 
L + l,..., M - 1, and a,~ = ~~(a~)-’ a,‘sT(aj)-’ r*(ai). It is easy to check 
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that r*(aJ v = r*(aJ. Thus v is an automorphism of A. Now w E M. Since 
M is characteristic in A and 8, I+V are automorphisms of A, it follows that 
w&EM. But 
Hence w# E Kf7 M. Thus M satisfies condition (b) of Theorem BT. This 
completes the proof. 
Before proceeding to an application of Theorem 4.1 we make some 
remarks. Let J = {k i ,..., k,} be a set of nonzero integers, not necessarily 
distinct. By a partial sum in J we mean any sum k,, + k,, + . . . + kar where 
each k,, E J, where r < n, and where ai = aj if and only if i = j. If we 
designate by 0 the sum of no terms, there are clearly 2” formally distinct 
partial sums that can be obtained from J. Formally distinct sums may of 
course yield equal numerical values but nonetheless both the largest L and 
smallest S of these values is obtained in a unique manner, viz., L is the sum 
of all the positive kis, S the sum of all the negative kis. (If all the ki are 
positive then L is their sum and S = 0, etc.) 
We can now state 
LEMMA 4.2. Let a, b be nonidentity elements of the group G and for each 
integer i let Ui denote b-‘ub’. Then the element [a, bkl, bk2,..., bkn] of G can be 
expressed us a product u~~‘u,,u,;’ Sea t*,,, where the 2” s@ces t, are 
precisely the 2” partial sums of J, each appearing once. 
Proof: By induction on n. [a, bkl] =u-lb-klubkl =~;‘a,,. If now 
[a, bkl,..., bkn-I] = a,’ . . . u,,~-~, then 
[a, bkl,..., bkn-l, bkn] = a,,‘-, .a. us, . ~l;fl+~,u~,+~, ... ‘+l+k, 
which clearly suffices. 
We obtain immediately 
THEOREM 4.3. The group (a, b; [a, bkl ,..., bkn]‘) is fi. 
Proof: If any ki = 0, the given group is free and hence fl. If no k, is 
equal to 0, then Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 suffice. 
Using the same type of argument we can prove the following rather more 
artificial looking theorems. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let G = (a, b; ([am, b4][u-y, b-‘I)‘), where t > 1. Zf 
a, /?, y, 6 are positive integers, then G E fl. 
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THEOREM 4.5. Let G = (a, b; (aalbD1 .I - aanbDn . aPalbmD1 a.. aPmb-4n)r), 
where t > 1. Zf a, ,..., a,, , /?, ,..., p,, are all positive integers, then G E /. 
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